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interaction of professional standards
and deprivation of liberty
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relationship

- precedence of professional standards?
- precedence of legal standards?
which standard?

- professional standards <-> living-environment
- professional groups?

- criteria for the selection of professional standards
  - international bodies (WHO, professional groups…)
  - recommendations of regional/local professional bodies? -> of other states?
  - based on scientific evidence?
resources

- ideal setting <-> correct professional groups?
  - special qualifications
  - teamwork

- role of family/laymen

- general conditions
  - building (handicapped-friendly, aid to orientation …)
  - process of placement (personal biography)
interaction

- necessity of medication?
  1. less strict methods
  2. resources – not only!
  3. qualitative measures
interaction

- intention of medication?
  1. restriction of movement
  2. spin off of therapy
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